
Soluxtec - First Photovoltaic Manufacturer 
in the World to get RAL SOLAR Certi�ied !! 

What distinguishes RAL Gütezeichen (Quality Marks) from other labels? 

RAL Gütezeichen (Quality Marks) stand for unambiguous labelling. They provide transparency and 
security through objective and verifiable quality criteria – the adherence to which is constantly 
monitored. 

RAL Gütezeichen (Quality Marks) deliver what they promise. Because that’s what the RAL Gütezeichen 
(Quality Marks) system (Gütezeichensystem) stands for. 

 
Soluxtec is the first photovoltaic manufacturer to be 
RAL SOLAR certified in EU and worldwide. It is a key 
milestone in our continuous journey to achieve 
excellence and raise industry standards. The RAL 
Gütezeichen (Quality Marks) demonstrates that a 
product or service fulfils all of the important 
requirements of these extremely high quality 
characteristics. Therefore, consumers can be further 
assured of the high standards for the solar panels 
manufactured by us. This is in line with our long-term 
vision to provide the most compelling value to our 
customers through sustainable and innovative solutions 
meeting high universal quality standards approved by 
recognized organizations like RAL which is an umbrella 
organisation for all Quality Assurance Associations.   

 

 

This is a very important milestone for us and a key achievement as RAL certification 
stands for a visible, independent and objective validation of the particular quality of 
a product or service. That means that they stand for particularly high quality and due 
to their independence they are particularly trustworthy. We are proud to be the first 
ones to attain this worldwide and it speaks for Soluxtec as an innovative Module 
Producer fulfilling not only the required standards but going an extra mile in 
strengthening the Made in Germany quality promise 

- Tim Leutert, Managing Director Soluxtec  

www.soluxtec.de      email:info@soluxtec.de 

RAL German Institute for Quality Assurance is an independent institution of voluntary 
self-regulation that has been valued worldwide for almost 100 years. Over 9,000 
German and foreign companies use a RAL quality mark from all economic sectors in 
the German, European and global markets. They stand for reliable compliance with 
quality standards through constant in-house and neutral external monitoring, to 
which manufacturers and providers voluntarily submit. As the managing director of 
the Gütegemeinschaft Solaranlagen I am particularly proud to be able to certify a 
company based in Germany that is known for its unparalleled and top notch quality. 

- Joachim Westerhoff, Managing Director RAL  


